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report of a limited evaluation. ofthe Biriningham ExPeriment in Community

Education ha's bn prepared fora,:the. Chief E,duCation Officer ,of the "City..of

Birthingham, the staff of, the Local Education Authority4n both its adMinistration;ind

in the schools particiPating in the Experimenc-the omrni' t--Execu-Cfie-of-the-project'
and the Bernard Van Leer Foundation wSich, by grant aid 3 ;. rte, the Authority in the

. e"

Experiment. The. Report &es not aim to: provide tiny final statement; but to offer a

basis for-discussion and action both within theExverinient and in wider cot texts.

Steve Ilaron (full time research Officer) was a key figure within the evaluation tecri,

lattenly assisted by 01wYn Yates on a part tkng They were supported. by Mark

Ginsburg and later by Henry Miller, both lecturers within the Department, and myself.'

I. wish to thank the various personnel p i ipating 'in the proct,,oboth centrally and
.

locally for giving our evalitatron- team their helP and cooperation over the ,18 month

period to April 1979. Also \I am grateful to Mr. L.C. C ber (HM Staff Inspector,

retired), flo, as Senior Research Associate in the Department, not'orily helped in the

initial phases. of our work but has also. assisted ,me extensively in the drafting and

editing of this report. Mattin Vegoda (Senior Research Fellow)V Iso-, gave valued

comments -during the .closing stages of our mirk, but the final editorial reponsibe.s

have rested with me due. to the dispersion of the team from Apri1.1979.

\

RICHARD WHITFIELD

PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION AND HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

AUGUST 1979



INTRODUCTION.

This is", jtie report-of---The.-independeftt-evaluation team on he progreis of the

irmingharrt Experiment in. Community Education. Previotis reports upon the Experi

ment hove the HMI report of an inspection between September 1976 and -March

97t7-anhe--Report-of-theiterriard=-Van-Leeroundation=Advisolsion=-The-----

-Foundation mounted this Advisory. Mission tothe BirrninglXirn Experiment in Morph 1976

because the .Experiment was felt to be in a "decisive phase": One of the main

recommendations of .the Mission was that "a tighter common formulation andunckr-

Standing of what the project seeks to achieve" was needed. With the renewal of the
.

Experiment for a second phase of three years from mid=i 977 amotl.mr set of objectives;

was primed as a framewoac far the EXPeriment. TheY appear in the_ Work Plan for

April 1978 4ygust 1979, 0;4 are given below.

"AIM

The agreed aim of the PrOject remains:-

To strengthen the role of the school in three disadvantaged areas of the pity with
. , .

high propoEtions of deprived families and imigrants (namely the areas around

Birchfield P;imary, Tindal Primary and Benson Junior, Infant and Nursiy

Saxiols), in order to assist in the educational and social rehabilitation of the local

neighbourhood for the benefit of the children concerned, their families and the

surrounding community as a totality.

OBJECTIVES

Within this overall 'aim the following objectives have §een set:

1) To foster cooperation and cOordination between staff and voluntary agencies

serving the neighl fxxxl of the school.

2) To foster the teachers': perceptimcof their role in communityeducation.

3) To improve inter-ethnic attitudes.



, or.

4) To encourage self4jenerating community .
.

5) To develcip the edpcatiorial jesourtes of the neight:o4ohookfof tbe'n it Off,

the schciol; r 4*. ,

0To glop the-educational resources and facilities of theschocitfor

I'..
z. f41-t-' V %

.-7) To ilitprove parental childminding care for the pre- school Child". 17'; -..;;;-::.r-
, , A -

This aim 13-M-----Objective..i provide the---iornev-iork-forour-evaluationiond-itis'
,

them that our report ' "'is structured., , Setion 4 is our -attempt to &scribe in general!

terms the ration* of tt* project as it has been expressed to us by the participants. In

Section-4. we &scribe h
.

ow fai the objectives provide a tiOt cornOon fOrmplation and

unaerstanding of what the project tries to achieve.

- ,
The evaluation of educatiorol a'relOtively new intellectual field in the UK

and tectiniques and processes ,relevant to it are-only now emerging. The concept Of,
.(4.

ev, uation with which we work is a threefold process. If consists fir, of collecting

infarniation to clarify the intended objectives of any initiative; next, collecting from

, .if .
. '

a) felevant source§ information .which will light on. whether, and how,' the
g:: .

objectives are biting achioved; and lastly, interpreting and presenting that information

in or4er to assist in creemon,--making at all levels. During the life -of an initiative and
)

its evalOat on this process may be repeated,

Throughout the report it must be home in mind that the evaluation was commissioned

froth the half-way stage of the 6 year experiment and was cornpleted something over a

ear before its concluiion. Necessarily, this relatively limited, in-building of eviiluation

activities within the Experiment hai constrained their depth and scope' for application.

However, a number of important guidelines for the future have emerged.
, . . . . .



3: TEAM ACT1VMES

During the 'evaluation the tecim. attended approciching 100 meeting; .of all .types and
. .

-G 1 . '

carried out over 200separate interviews. Fieldnotes were compiled for each of -these;
-

only about 12 hours of meetings and interviews were tape recorded. The background of

the- Ex*rifnent-intiverst 3=year phase was-charted-through both interviews_apd-

written records on file. A picture of the, structure of the Experiment Showing the

range of participants is, giyen as Figure I.

In response to the expressed wish of the Foundation and the Authority, tKusiye
. .

_.

. - ..!

methods have been adopted so that the. evaluation l'hiahf-rnould itself arouM the

structure of, the project and affect only minimally- the behavl9ur of thl participants. ..

Meetings between p rticipants of all types have been :observed ~ :with occasional'

Participation, and fieldnotes -recorded. Our greatest concentraiion of observation

been around the meetings held by paritcipants employed by the EcluFaflon Decettmenit,
..

at both central offices and local schools. Collaborators from volant,aty organizatons,
. . .

other Local Authority departments the community, have, been observed; but to 6
-.._ . I,- 4.--,., ,. . .-....

_ 4.
lesser degree. -7

The meetings selected for observation were chosen to Satisfy a variety ,of. criteria.

Formal project: meetings (e.g Ileadteacher meetings) were accorded' high priority., as

have_srnaller meetings arranged to initiate new activities (e.g. the meetings concerned
. s.

with the setting,up of Local Management Committees). Meetings at 'Whichparticipanti- o

were-expected to talk about' he long-term issues involved in their work (e.g. the role of
)

* _

the Fforne/School Liaison Teacher) have been seen as important, as have inter -agendy
.

meetings (e.g: Home/Schaol Liaison Teacher Support Group) and meetings between staff

and th; gembers of the commun- ity (fig. Social Committees). The extent of

, _

observation and fieldwork was, as in any research `exercise; determined by the resources
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allablet anly*t; BarOn Was -- available. on a full -timer batis over a 16 month perio&

1-toweVer, when attendance was not Possible, accounts were:requested later from the

artieipants_involved.

. , .

The interviews ducted were largely with the staff employed specifically for the
... . :
Experiment or employed in.the schools. Again, Participants from voluntary organiz-

i-LocalAutho-riityDepartments-aidmemb*rs of 41Tecommuitywere

interviewed bUt to a lesser extent. The interviews. rAnged from unstructured ,

"elicitation" interviews to Sertii-structyred 5ssue raising" interviews. The majority fell

into tl-e former category .the -latter tre were mainly used in interviewing the

. class .teacherS and non-teaching staff of the core schools.

- -
There was Initially same uncertainty betWeen the Authority and the evaluation team

about the exact role of evaluation with regard to, the extension of the Birmingham
.

Experiment in Community Education. The vision reached was that the team should
I

100A apt thrmedension,schools le.ss intensively. The team 'chose to :f at Ley Hill and

Belfield Schools in Northfield and at Somerville School in Small Heath. It was thoughi

that these schools presented the best combination of releiant factois:(eg. accominod-

ation, type of ax-'ea, type of school, and composition of the population) and me proximity

of the two Northfield schcOls enables better eimparisons to be ma& betweenschoOls

through the holding of area variobles reasonably constant. The curtailing of the original

evaluation plans means, however, that the application of fin'dings to particular areas is

not possible..

In :additIon ,tO-thii fteldWork; &tailed research has been ;ride tfaken on the history of
, -

the Birmingham Experiment in Community Education with over One -thousarid do:kurflenti
. -

being analyzed. This study provided a valuable contextual undet-st anding of the

projett. The academic Oic proI- etsionoi, I iterature 0a.topics of -- relevorte to the

Eiqieritnent was also stUllied.;



A

This report is primaiily a piece of formative feedback tether than erminaYricaourit
.

.

on the Experiment Accdrdingly, no attempt-is made td paint a 'ale pieteme of thd

->
Experiment, rx3r to come to some final- assessment of the attain ent ot 'the objectives.

,

We see this report as highlighting issues which,:: our immersion in the .

project, seem to be important both for the remaining period f the project and for other

parallcifialivesIn-the-raiSing of issues-We-play two no -entirely separable- roles: In
-

one-role we largely report upon the perceptions and atti s'o'f participants which have
, -

direct Ixarings on the future of the Exveriment. In-the other role we raise issues' which,

have not' been (Walt with --ckning discussion of the project but which we el could

-eontilbute to diseussion of future, policy.

The Pattern of the Report

After these introductory sections the report ,Contains four sections. Section 4 gives our

basic understanding ofthe Birmingham Expriment in.ommunity Education and pavis

the way for section 5, in which we t each objective in turn cand raise the issues

connected with it. In Section 6 SOn e conclusions &rived from our Work are given,'

while in the fihal section 7 there a note about some-of -the difficulties experienced

during our work which hopeful 4 enables our readers to have a: further importantt
peFspective-co the report as-a wifole.



T-HEAAIN-AIM_OFITHEIBIRMINGHAM EXPERIMENT IN COMMUNITY EDUCATION

In this section,ky drawing.on our fieldwork we interpret the Main aim of the project.,

y taking each portion of the aim in turn we build'a model of The project as we have;

interpreted it from our --donveriations with partipipants when taking about their

4:1. 'To strengthen the role.of the

Froiti the outset. the essence of the airminghorn ExPeriment in tomminity Eckication

has rested in the distinctive, use 6f three 'core' Pr-krnary icbooli as centres .of more

broadly conceived sdcia action. "TF* primary school is felt to cal5py a particularty

adviinlageou&position in that the age range ti* pupils demands that a member of the.
community (usual* a; mother) has to co to it in-order to 'deliver arid'-collect the

. ..
children. Schools are felt to be neutral territory awiShotrt the .overtones: attached to

other local institutions (for example, the Social Servicei Centres); they have, to a large

extent; replaced the chyrcti as a natural of an area in terms of facilities 'and.
.

leadership. The sChool seen to provide_the --organic centre for' a comrnimity through

which colle4tiveNentity and actionAgn be expressed and fostered: This communal

emphasis is, distinct from the traditional conception of whmls as places where certain:

vital skills and values are taught; to children. The schools arecertainly -expected to
.

prGvicle these, but they arealso expected to giieabroad training in social relationships

afld tci..-bu'ild up favourable associations which will spread outside their walls: Within.
. . . .

this conceptian it becomes necessary for:. teachers to extend their normal horizons to"
2 ;k,*,

7take even more torccount than up to now of, the community, and to bring this knbWiedge-
-.740) - -

to bear consctruk4l1y in,their.-work. The tole of the RorneAchooLLiaisomTe6chers in

this provessAs vitak a 13 source of inkrthcitian and as stimulus to change. Their,
.

al-ipointittent stems- raditionally the different welfare agencies

1:



. .

have `worked` in isrilatiOn dna' this has led to i3 lack of .effective coordination Within

"thes per.iment it has been a hope that schools might act as a coon:limiting -focus tor all

those .en§aged.in welfare Work in the area in Order that community, life may .be glade

more haimonious and `efficient.

.

irhrnigrdnfsl

The thr core .areas are ali _seen to be different but sharing to some degree the

problems ofdisadVantage, although the meaning of this terrii'4*rarely specified. Many

. of the people of. c, cadvantaged area are thought to be depriVecl, but interpretations of

this concept also vary widely.

'Our .view. tends towards positing privation Within the unequal' nature of the social

strUcture, though-an alternative interpretation has been expresied to us iri terms of

personal or group inter-relationships. -* SUch &privation leads to the isolation and

loneliness of individuals, and Offen mothers, de to the lois of a sense of community.

;The-changes of the past = Oicades hirve led. to a feeling amongst- the teachers that the

neighbourliness and self help of the old- working class areas have disappeared and that

the areas, now lack cohesion. Self=donficnce is thought to be low, and this leads to a

&pendent frame.pf mind and often to racial prejudice.

Another interpretation of deprivation -is one pitehedfin terms of the development of the

indiVidual. The residents ofithe inner 'city areas are thought to be deprived of the

7 -conditions necessary for the fUll development of their potntialities. However, there is

, a wide variety of opinions as to what these conditiorm One common view is that

he ro urban 'environment prevents the develOPment -of' a happy ond.welladjUsted

Child. Mcirecornrnon,-. however, is an explanation in terms of the family rite of the

resicWnts. tornilx structi;res, other" thon the normal nuclear family, such as one parent



families or a succession'of common law relationships, are held to.affect the stability of

:the child aid to retard his mental and eipitional- grawtil.

Similarly, certain family practices; -are held to result in the inhibition of 'priiper'

development. These opractices vary widely and range froni over-strict child discipline

indulgerice, and from failure to appreciate the need for plaj, to children. beinj--left-'

ree to wanckr the strts. The fundamental isst.le here is seen as the quality of

,parenthood. Inadequate parents fail to.provide the necegiar* basis for their own,

theie children's development and fulfilment;

With, reference to the term 'immigrant', :vie have found.that it tends to be used in an

omnibus falhion both within the project and outside. This sometimes misses the

Complexity of th'e situation. The term, is used to include quite-separate characferiitjcs

such as Colour, languckje, culture and recency of arrival in the UK from abroad, and this

leads to a paradox. On the one hand the comprthensive.natu're of the term tends to

merge these separate_characteristies into one ill-defined but potent whole. On the

:other hand the interplay of the factors which makes up the whole is missed. Thus
,

!action, may be taken on Jarguage and culture without sufficient regard to the

difficultiei of Colour and einployrnent prospects.

4.3'... in ceder to assist-the educational and - I .
I I 61 SI , :4 community

The school., as a cornmunity,institullon is seen to have a crucial role in assisting the

educational and social rthabilitatiOn of the neighbourhood. t o rs training in the

necessary personal skills and also fosters better relationships. It thus plays a
. .

constructive part it the rebuildirkj of community spirit.
. -



Before the school can do this however, it most 'gain the confidence and enlist the

cooperation of local residents. Central to.. this effort has been the emphasis on

establishing a smooth continuni of formal agercies through whiCh the parent (usually

mother) and the new born child may be contacted and brought int a mother and toddler

clubwfrom ,which they may progress through playgroup. and nursery into the reception

Cla-ss of the infant and junior school. The hopes of those Working. in the project are to

establish friendly relationships early and to begin the training, of the child before entry

to formal .schboling.. Misunderstanding = .on the part of many residents about what

education' invOlves; and fear of the schOol and its activities, may thus be allayed early.
.2._

In this way no ly may the child.most easily adapt to, and gam*Morefrom'whox.)1, bat

the mothet will be enabled to participate:in the'activities provided. Self-help gr oups

either with a specific focus (e.g. dressmaking) or with a general purPose;can provide

soma of the elen3ents such as Companionship, therapy, and confidence in inter-personal

situations] now thought to be largely missing frorp these areas.

On a more individual basis tM- school is seen to provide, through its specialist personnel,

direct advice,and referrals to other agencies. This may range from direct counselling

on personal issues, specific advice and' training on parenting skills, to court action in a

case of non-attendance. For newcomers every opportunity is to be taken to introduce

them to the ,Patterns of everyday life, while multicultural events are to be held to

demonstrate reciprocity.

It is largely through the proess of improving personal: and group skills that the social

regeneration of the inner city is thought tot:* encouraged. In the short term adults will

be helped to progress so that they.can cope better with their lives, while in the long

term, inner city children will be more competent, so that the believed implicit cycle of

disadvantage will be broken. It is believed that the cumulative effect of this action on

the lives of individuals will eventually be translated into the growth of e.rrrore confident

and buoyant community.



5. TFF OBJECTIVES AND CONTROL- OF. THE BIRIMINGHAM_LXPERIMENT_IN

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Having outlined in Section 4 our uncterstandibg of how the porticipants perceive the aim

of the Experinient, we now turn to a major discussion of objectives. In sections 5.1 to

53 we consider some issues related to the understanding of the objectives both by the

participants and ourelves as evaluators. We discussjhe origin's of the Objectives b-fore

turning to Wickr questions raised about the control of the experiment. This theme leads

us' to analyse in Section 5.4 the objective of fostering cooperation and coordination
- ' : . . t

between staff and 'voluntary agencies (ObjeOtive 9. We look.at- the divergerce.s of.-

pUrpose betw-een sets of 'Oarticipint; both,centitl ana tot-cd-,-birtivinsicre-andotOsick the

project, and point to some of the consequerces or potential conslquences, of the

divergences. In piarticular, we note the appearance within the Experiment of some of

the wider debates which are occurring in cducation and-some of the possible difficulties

in the relationship between the project and voluntary organisations.

In Section 5.5 we investigate the position of the class teachers in the Experiment

(Objective 2) and then-we discuss the role of thel-torneiSchoot_Liaison Teacher and fis

recent &finition as an example of some of the processei of the project. Throughout we

note the one-way flow of role definition. In Section 5.6 we explore some of the issues

raised by the objective of improving inter-ethnic attitudes (Objective 3). We argue that

the problems of racism are more complex than rattitucks' would gigges,t, and indicate

some the&e complexities.

The obscurity of the objective of encouraging self-generating community education

(ObjeCtive .4) is noted in Section 5.7, while the setting up of Local Management

CoMMittees is taken as a. crucial, indication of some principles underlying the

development of the Project. In Section 5.8 we discuss the two objectkres aiming at the

mutual &velopMent and use of educational resources by schcOl and community



- 1.5

jectives 5 and 6). We' reflect on the impact of the ExTieriment in the, classroom and

raise the probleM of the relationship between the...school cultures and thos9 of the

area& The problem is illustrated by our dismission in Sec ion 5.9 of the attempt to

improve Rarental childrnining care;

Throughout we have &Kreavoured to be objective and constructive but we are conscious

that by concentrating, upon aspects of the Project in \ which we have cktecttd

weaknesses, which if corrected might allow more rapid progress to be made, we may

give the impression that we have not fully appreciated sterling work that hOs been L

&re. *This is not so; we have been impressed-by much, of what wthave seen and hope

that in due course it will receive the reciignition it deierves.

'Within this overall aim the following objectivektvive

Before examining/diseussing each objeCtive in turn, we first coiisider some of the

.problemskjhat we, as evaluators have in dealing with the objectives as a whole.
' .

Through our practical experi in the field, we find ourselves face=to-fade-with two

.crucial aspects of the Project;

(i) Is there sufficient publicly formulated and accepted purppse to the Project?
.

(ii) Is the control of the Experiment alYove officer level cli'arly enough defined to

afford a proper basis for accountability?

It has b eri natural for the evaluators to turn first to the objectives that have been

-fOrmulated in order to assess, during the period of the evaluation, the extent fo which

they are being reached. While It is convenient to have a.sel- of formal objectives by

which the genereal intentions of the project can be understood, the restriction of the
, . . .

evaluation to the assessment -of the practice -of- these alone would miss many ofj the

essential aspect of the Experiment; since only rarely can the practice



activities be enshrined completely within a list of intentions. By taking the -objectives.

solely at their tice value as a Shared set of ideas which 'initiate and guide action the

researcher can miss questions which are empirically forceful. The evaluator needs as

well to explore the undertfing premises on which the objectives are based.

5.2 Sharing and understandinq of, and guidance froMo5bjectives

While the proms; of formulation of the revised set of\objectives was not observed by

evaluation team; we unckrstand that ihey were produced jointly by the administ-

ration team and the FWcidteachers. White it is recognisd that the broad lines of policy

must be laid down at an early stage in a project, there is a risk that the advantages of

securing the spontaneous involvement of project staff and members of the community

might be lost. Our discussions with cla.s.1 teachers, for example, have revealed a sense

of distance between their claY-to-day work in the school and the orrnal 4objectives of

the Project. Similarly our .contacts with the Lojal community wou d not suggest that

the objectives, as formulated, have provided the fmus for many of the spontaneous

community activities that have emerged...

It is- always difficult for professionals in such complex situations to understand the

outlook and aspirations of the .local residents and to react suitably as enablerS. Our

feeling is that considerable benefits would; result from maiiIng the objectives, as a bdsis

for cooperative action, more wickly known, and encouraging greater dialogue as a

consequence.

If the objectives are to be takeyi as the common:formulation and understanding of the

Project, then all the participants should have both a knowledge . and a .working

understanding of them. Participants have extreme difficulty in relating particular

activities to particular objectives.



"t

1,

An exampleNwill help to make this point clearer.. During a ean-sultatiiin a member of the

evaluatian team joined a diwussion b-etween- two senior .teachers and a Member of the

adminisebtive team on how self-generating community education (Objective 4j could be

achieved in one whoa. The -resulting quarter of an hour revealed that nobodie, had a
e e

clear idea of the meaning of the objective, nor how the:activities specified would help-

attain it. This does not mean that thediscussion was fruitless, but sug'deits that more

time spent on clarifYihg the fundamental purposes of the Project with Ihe parficipants

'wocild prove vakkible.

A. major exception to this finding is in connection with the objective aimed at improving

parental- chil nding care for the ,pre =school child (pbjective 7), where we have. found

an un ng of- both the objective and its implications. Although action in

different directions is.being taken in the Project, particularly in the provisioli of pr4-

school activities, we feel, as do many of the Participants, that there is a lack Of

coherence in the action. Activities are given as priorities but they are not seen by

workers in the field .as :being set in any systematic framework: Thera is felt ,a need -in'

tchools for a more clearly articulated cod dissemminated phiahy within the

project.

5.3 Objectives,accountability and control .
_

Besicks initiating and iuiding cation, objectiv-es provick the target against which the

effectiveness of action, when its been taken,\ can bce judged.

therefore, forth part of any accounting-:system. in the -Birmingham Experiment in

Community Education-we have found that workers in- the = field are not clear about
,

where control of.the-Projeet lies, nor &a-tit respective funciions'of the Bernard Van
. .

'eer Foundation, the Education Committee and the Executive Committee. Many of the

rkers too are not satisfied that the activities they carry out are accurately rePorted,.

and so, fear that the accounting system is not Working property. in.our a:Ohl6n the



PYoject would benefit all round if the roles of the Foun afion and the two Committees

were more clearly and generally. understood:

The Advisory° Mission and subsequent visits by representatives of the Foundation, for

example, have not helped; the Founckition has appeared to the participants not so much

-a partner in a challenging enterprise but more as a, remote provider of fu ds. On the

= other band the Fiitnctation felt by: the administration team to have been 'unhappy, with

the naturb and extent of the reporting they had received on the Project during its first

phase. This has resulted in consicWable pressure being` experienced by the team to put

ck strong framework of repoHing onto the project. This tightening up of the accounting

seems to have been well rec-eivec4 but it has done nothing to allay the concern about "t

accuracy of the reporting.

There is evidence of some tensions at the administrative *level. There seems to be a

significant soli between the two major contact points with the schools,' namely. the

coordinator and the Inspectorate, who are perceived to be making differeht and often

contradictory cFemands..`The InSpectorate were not: fulls), included in the planning of the

-4project and They still seem to have some serious doubts almut its viability. The

Coordinator- is nciturally-cOmmitted to the project and this has resulted in apparently

s. irreconcilable den ands, beirg made on schema! staff,` especially Heads. The. InSpectorate

**--*
-

quite rightly ckmand attention to standards within the schools, while the Experimt4lt

demands -involvement in the community.. In the present situation with limited

resources, especially time, these cWmands may be irreconcilable, but given goodwill, the

opportunity presented by falling rals, and the greater availability of trained personnel,-

these &mends could both-be-met.

'In the longer term, in orckr to mold duplication and possible conflict, the relationship
0

between the primary schooli :community education and the services: provided by. the

Adult and -Youth and CaMmanify"Sectionirieech to be rationalised. With respect to the



relationships between, the Edbcation DepartmeRt and the other local authority depart-

ments and outside agencies, there appears to be some tension in the 'disputed' area of

pre-school provisionl in which the Education fPartment, thp Area Health Authority and

the Social Services Department all have an interest. The situation here is complex, but

we became aware of some interdepartmental friction, from which the modcts vivendi

that emerged has enabled the generally good field officer relationships to continue and

-
the. Education Department .to expand its activity, though perhaps somewhat at the

expense of the Social Services Department. Looking to the future again, there may be

a need for a high level policy di&cU-ssion to define responsibilities in relation tothe pre- .

school child; this would accord" with central government guidance.

The relationship between the central office of the Education Department and the

_ schools involved in the Experiment is o key importance; This is an extremely sensitive

area for us to diicuss, but its implicati e crucial Irth for the Experiment and for

future activities on a wider scale. From one perspective central office reprewnts the

-management/employers while the school represents the employees. The Authority as an

employer is sometimes seen to be atteMpting a redefinition of the role of the teacher

within the sch ls.in that commitments are being defined in a broaderihd More flexible

way than If erto. The tkchers, as individuals within the Experiment, have generally

).
not had -the' chance to choose whether they teach, in a community school or not,owing

to the way in which the ProjeCt was, set up and to the appoihtmeht of most new

teachers from the pool. Traditiomily many teachers' have been generous in the Vine
.

they have given; to outkif-ttho-ol activities. The Experir&nt makes-new and onerous

derhands on teachers, which, in Operation, are not of an entirely volUntary nature 001-

pressures are sometimes put on them which they find hard to resist. With cuts in the

education budget the effects of this Ore felt in very real terms of staff and material

resources, particularly in community schoOls where obligations for a more-imaginative

and, creative use of resources are' greater.



The positions .of the pre-school and non-teaching staffs are similar. Thee large extent

of tills geneiously giVen service is indisputable bdt the degree to which it can be relied
-

upon in the More is, less -certain. The Birmingham_ Experiment in Community

Education has not hitherto worked closely with the Professional Associations (both

teacher and non-teacher), but, as pointed'-out- above, some of the activities of th

Experiment carry implications related to conditions of service that should be.diszussed

with the Associations, which-have been shown, to be' supportiie-,and innOvative in the

past. The Associations are currently concerned abciut both the education cuts and the

voluntary nature; of out-of-School activities, .while 'the .Experiment is, we have noted,
P

putting pressure upon individual teachers and non-teaching staff to see their cominit=
.

nients in much more extensive terms than previously. -If the Experiment is to 'provide

policy models for the future, consUltations with the Associations. and with the teachers

involvedkwould seem to be vital..
_

.

-`Moving away from the contractual type relationship between the central office and the

school to more organisational and educational issues we find similar probleMs. The
: .

ba.sis upon which the Experiment seems .to work is piedominantlz one of prescribed

innovation from the centre. This 'staterTient does not, however, contradict our _earlier

vie.w concerning the lack of overall philoSophy and of the detached nature of the

objectives from what is already hOppening in schools. We have not wished to suggest

that a lack of philosophy does not glean that' real Interventions are not made. They can

be and are. What is felt to be lOcliing is a publicly discussed and accepted coherence in

the' action. Furthermore, the gap between the objectives and activity in *Re localities

dOes -not mean that effects from the centre are not felt in the localities. Our evideme

would suggest that they` are. What we are now questioning is whether this essentially

one-way flow of innovative ideas is making the best use of all the experience and .

creative energy that is available. We once more argue for increased dialogue at all

levels: of the Project and suggest that no one particular group has all the answers to

questions relating to inner city community education.



T elsiue a the control of schOols in one being worked through in a wider context than

the Birmingham Experiinent. One position ta n on this question seems to. hold .that

the schaols are too autonomous.; with file t aditional controls of advice, career

prospects, selective information and employees instructions failing to work adequately.

Opposed to this position is one which holds that the autonomy of the school is vital to

its success and that this autonomy is under increasing attack and must be defer4ed . . In
.

this context the major question within the Experiment, as we have previously noted,

seems to bE about the role of the_administrative-teanu- are they 'sup* heads', closely

involved inspectors, or do they simply have a supporting function? Mkt present this.

debate seems 'unproductive, but the urgent need for a solution remains. Two

poisibilities would seem to 'offer' themselves; the- matter could be settled by an

authoritative definition, or by. the develOpment of a philosophy to which all could

subscribe 'wholeheartedly. We hold that the second position is likely to be more

fruifful.

5.4. 'To foster cooPeration_cwid_o-ordination_between staff and voluntary agencies

serving the neighbourhood of the school

Contacts with voluntary agencies at field level abaund and_provide one of the major

growth points of the project. wo questions arise, however, about- the relat onship

between voluntary agencies and e Experiment.- Both are based on only a few

instances that have-corhe to our notice but they seem to be vital: FirstlY, with which

agencies should the Experiment cooperate? . This, raises two supplementary que stions.

Should all organisations within the area be seen as expressions of community re-

Organisation and regeneration,- and therefore of potent l e, or are certain organis=

ations unacceptable - CirKI if s how are the criteria of unacceptability to be

determined? econdly, upon which issues and to what ends should staff cooperate with:\

kical voluntary.organisationsw&kn*ss we'sense here is that by leaving decisions

Obot ccoopen4ion and coordination entirely to the professional staff, opportunities for

enlisting and developing other valuable assets might be.missed.



It is in this nexus of cckoperation with other ageneles that 'differences in the

interpretatiora of the role of the Home/School Liaison Teacher as an elightially school=1

bakd educational worker,Oh the one Kind, dr:as an attached cornmunity worker, on the

other, come to he surface. .One.argument i§ that *west-bine/School Liaison TeaCher is a

teacher and does not have the necessary ikills to Wecom7.-involvecr in community work;
. ,

the focus of her 'act should therefpie- fiestrietly efIlucaticinal, focusing-an

parents and adult educa ori as a means of community regeneration. The other ii.that

the ichool, as a focal point of the area, can act as a.coordinattir of the diNfer'se.groups.

An educational focus - is not enou as many of the problenis do not lie within: the

domain of cducation, It is- Jherefere necessary; w6ile being based on Ci school, fot the

Home/SCh&A. biaison Teacher to be involved with. wider sues. - We return* this.

We'hakre- already noted two of the factors relevant to this objective, namely the 4ieater'
. .

invol.vement in eariMunity eduCatio6 -eirpeCted from thez:Wochers. and the detachment

teachers feel 'from the objictives. it is clear that the role of the class teacher in

community educatiOn and the wayiin which if can he fostered preient d.complex and

fprrnidabl prOblern.

So far the Experiment is reported to us by teachers as haiihg made little impact upon

the classroom, but this may be a measure of the intractability of the problem.' Many of

the teachers particiPate in voluntaractivitierbut see little return for their efforts. In-

. - ..-_

some sitUdtieris the-impact' of the Experiment has even tended to he negative in that

!. leathers" Morale has syffered.. There are many geasons given. for this,- ;the: Onei
.

- . -,- _ ,-
being the perceived devaluing of normal :teaching A certaincern circpmstances, the

.

.
. ".. .

',disruptionof the normal school. activities; the freedom and appa4ently advantageous:7'

. , -
. -

X.;



Conditions of Horne/Schcx3' I Liaison Teacher :employment; and the lack of involvernent of

.
-

the doss tea-chefs in-therunning of the Protect.

-

The role; cif the,,Horne/SCho`Ol.Libison.Teach-ei*has become a majiii lop1c of interest
..`

-

within the Exp-eriment. For the Home/School Liaison Teacher there is, in spite of the'

apparent ciavciritages, an:ilemeitt,,of-tareer risk. These teachfrits feel-that it is difficult

to §ain prorpotion_asithey deidtiave a c.la.ssrcom, which is a vital display.-,cirepa; as

,ttep,to deputy fiefidAil5..i.:They are being asked to deelop'Work whiCh is bound to be

someWhat cantkoVersiiil thiS may b-e ariasSet rather than' .

. _

""'in spife-,afefforti to clarify. the duties ancitiwciaii5ilities of the Home/School Liaison

Teachets,,antsomeChangeS i th'e'organiietion;CrffeCting their work, there is still some

confusion anicrniist: ibe various ,groups.cf workers -in the field about theii- respective

rotes which is hampering thelorcgreis of the-Project:.--1. s

-

6. 'To__ImProve_interthniCattitulles' (Objective 3)

Within this :vital area-;we would like to raise. twO\issues. fine first is concerned with

whefher the pfbblern is we of 'attitude' As dsuall7 interpreted. The second is to do

with the,effects of the activities perceived as tvegnietciali
-

s.,

Z '
To formulate_tbe problem with which' this objective is Mainly concern

terms of attitucW, as the-EgrminghaMExperiment in Cornmunity EdUcation does, tends

to direct attention away.kran m4Vewiriespread social trends. To approach the problem

from a peppeOfiiie changing attityck:s locates it firmly within the mental make-up of

c . '_- _

4. the inlyabilants. of 11)441bei- city,, whereat it 14 better viewed in a wider social context.

Whilst attitude Can be changed by specific action, theprocess.Occurs best when it is

foeinded uet-dn an tindeistandingan4.acceOtance of cultural differenceS.
.



intended = to ,ii-nprove relationships shou.ld lead to an

understanding, as well as. an acceptance,- of Cultural differences at evolutionary
. -

responses to different environmental influences, which can increase and enrich the

variety-of human experience..' This, however, is not easy to achieve since it requires.

intellectual effort and a willingness to examine one's own ideas of normality: We haye

evidence that siMple Mixing and a sharing in joint activities valuable as these may be

as a beginning, do not, in, themselves, lead to improved relationships. Something more
1

is required, and it may tak a bog time to aChieve. This is-clearly an area in which

experiment is essential = andto,which research should be directd.

. 'To encourage self-generatincj-commundy-education (Objective 4)

A.major activity_relcit to this objective was the proposal to set up Local Management

Committees.? Three-closely related topics within the process are now highlighted.

Firstly, attention has been given almost exclusively to the structureJand constitution of
.4ts

such bodies. This is an'affiportant issue, but the way in which the Committees are to be

set up may be even more important. We find that the process has been formulated
-

from an a minis rative, perspective after some consultation' s with individual Heads

about the extent of power to be given these COmrnittee. This is another example

of innovation from the top downwards. We also wonder why j....ocal Management

Coramittees have been given such priority? Are they, intended to express some

community voice? if so, the way in which they were to be set up might have involved

mare-consultation.with'the people in the area.

SeCondly, we have reservation about the Local Management Committee proposals in

that guarantees have been giverithat only the 'right people, would-be appointed to the

Committees. We areLirtaware of the precise atPlicoations forbeitig a 'right person'

but it would seem tliatihe two major groups who qualify are 'the professionals involved



in the area and certain 'acceptable' ineenbers of the Cikwilunifi. Members of :specific
. . .

community groups, for example, the National Froht and,,the'Claiinants'Unii3ni/Cind some.

Specific individuali; are thought not to be suitable, to servelon,Cornrnittees-.- How the

members of the Committees will be selected has not been specified iri detail. It may

be that initial*some administrative cOnfrol over membership ;should bee-eXercised, but -

eventually, surely, the aim must be for the cOrriMuriity to determine.its own reOreserit-

a t i

The third aspect of the-setting up of Local Mcinage-rn ent Committees. lies-in the qiiestion

of whafpowers should be given to them. There are two eruoial :issues here: firstly,_the

'distinction between an advisory and an executive function, and secondly, the distinction

betWeen statutory and-non-statutory pioyision in the schools. Opinion seems to reject

purely advisory functions, and favours the Committee also haying' an executive

functio#.,...4ike accept this; the sticking.point liesith the second issue. The majority

of 'opinions of central administrators and the Heads, seems to be that to give a LoCTal.

.Management Committee. an executive function within _the statutory, area would be

undesirable and , impossible, perhaps legally, bp certainly politically. They agree that

the Local .Management Committee must be given. real power, but only..,in

'statutory area. Here again the,best policy might be to proceed with caution-and by

(short steps.

- .

5:8. 'To cievelT-the educational. resources of the neicjhbourhOOiT ftthe benefit of the.

Ell I II I/II

.

-benefit_ofiheneighbourhcxkKobiecttveho
.

At
.

A present the educational resources of the:neighl:k3urhood seem undervalued and the

.educational resources arid facilities of-the school-seem overvalued.



Turning to The first aspect, the development. of the educational resources of the
.

neighbourhood; we find that the effect of theProject upon the use of these' in routine

learning: activities of the school has been disappointing. This ay be due More to the

difficulty. of effecting any curriculum change than a failure to ognise The value of
.

,._1(x-al_resources,Aisually_some_well-established-ingredient-of-the curriculum-has-to-be

dislodged before. room can be found for something new and untried. At present the

curricular irripact of he Birmingham Experiment seems_ either to have been to

encourage the introduction of discrete topics for project work, for example, litter, the

physical-environment, 'the economic history of the area and other 'Cultures, or to have

provided extre kaini of hands for routine work, (for example, remedial teaching). But

.this is a start 'and given goodwill all round the process could gather momentum: The

tradition of Christian assembly has been challerfged quite fundamentally by multi -faith

or broadly humanistic alternatives. This is a pointer in the same direction, though
I

hem,- as always; steady advance is preferable to hasty or -insufficiently considered.

Local residents have been involved in the schools and the classrooms, butmore in the

role of non-teaching help or substitute teachers of specific manual skills, such as,

needlework, rather than as bearers of knowledge which, is valid and of particular_
_

- - . -
relevance to- schooling in the inner city. The question of the whole curriculum of an`_

inner city school as being distinct from that of any primary schcol 4is a relatively new

one, and it is not 'Surprising that it has been approached hesitantly. Individual

xlevetaprnents -are each. Important the-BirrnirighonEicperiment aims towards a more

inclusive totality of schools and community, and that must he a spur to further
_.

.With regard to the seconc.aspectititere can be no dctibt that the schools have resources

-which are of 'value to the neighlimirhaOdst,but.the new local circumstances require-that

their.- resent uses need tube re-examined: critically to ensure that they are used to

theirs best effecti



jive fact 'that aitendanOe at school is legally, enforceable; and that maintaining

discipline necessitates certain_ social Aationships and imposes Certain constraints,

makes the full use of all the lobal resources of an inner city area difficult to achieve.

Importanf in this context is the extent to which .views of what .constitutes good
: 111

_behaviour,Aood_soCial_relatiansruPs,_the*oper_upbringing of children, and the future of

the inner city and the faMily ore shared by teachers and the comthunity. If they are not

shared, whAre does the divergence lie and haw &yes it originate? Too often parent and

pupil culture appear to the teachis only as the barriers.to be broken down rattler than

as something 'that may contain a. valuable resource uniquely tied to, and formative of,

the inner dity-resident. This problem is perhaps best illustratd by the analysis of the

Strongest and most coherent thrust of the Birmingham Experiment, objective 7.

. !To improve pareniaLthitdminding care of 'the pre-school child' (Objective 7)

It is widely .felt by professionals within the Project that many of the -parents and

childminders whom they meet are not rearing their children 'properly'. This lock of

good start is held to be largely responsible for the child Ming underdeveloped on arrival

at school., and for his never Catching, up in terms of conventional educational

performance:, Inner city children are thus thought likely to fail in the educational

system, and consequently take poorly paid jobs and continue to live in the inner city.

This view, in some form or other, is held by many professionals in the Experiment and

has considerable academic research backing.

Child rearing is peen as the point where the cycles of disadvantage can best be broken.

Toltii end Playgroups, mothergroups and home visiting have been organised. The latter.

aim at both instructing in the home and bringing the child into groUpst which provide a

more intensive and direct intervention: The crucial activity which the Experiment

aims to transform is that of play. Asian children are often thought to be too bookish

and not to have had the opportunity to develop properly through play, while other



often are

yen if playevel

*generally under-stimulated and consequently under=

i..cctir it is likely to be non-educatiOnal ar*destructive
.

play. The Experiment tries to combat ignorance of childrearing practices by teaching.

The values attacked to scho31-based views and to the concepiions of the local residents

with respect to childrearing.are starkly contrasted. The childrearing practices used in

school are felt to hi correct, while many of those of the parents are felt to be

incorrect. We want to suggest that given the historical and cultural variations in

conceptions of childhood that exist, the apparent ignorance of parents m merely

reflect a-difference of .approach :to childrearing. If this is true, and research on this is

still very preliminary, then a very different light is cast upon this objective. Horrie

visiting and many of the eciuccitional processes, could, with the best of intentions, be a

systematic attack on the cultures* of the area. By, 'assuming that the educational

knowledge of the schools is universally valid, the Experirrint; in the hop6 of helping the

regeneration of the areas may be in fact damagiriv to the eixisting'cultures. If there

to be a dialogue between the school and the community, a the Experiment aims, then

eith-er some powerful, reasons have to be found as.to why the Cultured the school has a

priority over tiose of the loal communities, or some of the ideas of parental. ignorance

and inadequcicy need funckirnental reassessment. Sensitive professional intervention

and support of communities re-quires insights of the kind provided by social anthropolo-



We do rot- propase to restate our findings heie. However, underlying these findings,

there seem to be three key pi-mems to which we now briefly draw attention as a basis

for discussion and aCtion for the-benefit-of-Experiment and-the-communities-it-serves.

We are impressed by the faith which the vast majority of participants have in the local

authority services. A guiding theme of many of the activities of the Experiment is that

inner city problems can be alleviated if ttm provision of various services is made more

efficient. In the core schools this leads-to attempts to establish a smooth Continuum of

contact froM birth to eleven years, while with regard to other statutory agencies,

cooperation and coordination are seen to be the way forward. This is not to deny the

cWeply held Wlings of some participants that changes need to be made, but if. the

Project has one fundamental article of faith, if is that existing school provision is, to a

greater or lesser degree, the basis for a solution to many of the problems. We do not

doubt the acfual and potential value of educatioi4 and of school, but some of the
G

assumtions made, for example, about the inadequacy of parents and their chidrearing

practices, Could be ill-foundecL and. thus damaging to the attempt to create genuine

cooperation with local residents.

The second major feature which we want to emphasize is the explanation of events,

whether at the centre or periphery, in terms of the mental make up of individuals

rather Than the social and political strcrettire in which they find themselves. Tensions

and problems which participants experience about the Experiment are often attributed

to the personality and intentions of other particiiYants. The action of much of the

Experiment is/based upon a notion of the inadequate mental constitution of the Iwo!

residenti. Hera we would like to point to our analyses of the objectives concerned with

improving inter-ethnic attitudes and improving childrearing practices. -Elie assumption

within the Experiment of the imadequacy of the inner city reiident may rest on a



misrecognition of cultural difference as inadequacy, partly because of the assumed

universal validity of the existing dominant school: culture- differenbe is not the same as

deficit.

lie-prOlems-orthe=inner-etty-have-an existence-_--over=and-jabove-ilvindividoal-mind,---

and the latter is significantly conditioned by the total environment. Just as we argued

hat racism-is not only an 'attitude',. so we. would argue that the decay of the innericitif

is not fundamentally a problem of individual psycholcmgical make--up. Processei, which

are indepencCent of the inner city retitWnts; play a vital part in generating the problems

of the inner areas. The; deCline of industry, low. wciges, poor housing, falling community

imome, and so on, have all had a part in the social degeneration of the inner areas. li

addition to providing valuable therapy and help for individuals, the Experiment, if it is-

to play a part in the social as well as The educational regeneration of the areas, could
' . /

fruitfully pay more attenticwrto its role in-relation to tbette wider structural processes.

Th third important process within the project to which we draw attention is that of

ommunleation. At present communication, patterns within the project do not seem to

generate Cilogue. This appears at many different levels within the Experiment and has

important ramifications. We have already.noted the various gaps and tensions that have

emerged, doe to difficuliiis of communication and ambiguities of control both within

the LOCal Authority and the EducatiOn ment, and between the central office of

the EdUcaticrn Del:artment and the. schools. Similarly, we hwe noted related tensiOns

within the Schools. Given the: aim of, the. Project, communication between the

professionals arid the local residents, is crucial. It is in this area that we feel

misunderstandings may occur which could imPeae the achievement of the aim: of the
: .

Projett by. alienating the community from the school and the statutory agencies: in



concept of training can be taken out of the one=way flow model of the 'lec re' by

the teacperr to the 'Igy person 'and turned into a diakigue of different but interested

parties; then some shoed philosophy! could emerge.' This could be closely tied the

cultties of the- areas, and could harness; the consiikrable !Ionian and Material 'resources'

:ribtheExpefirivisitta*ditdefiii!nithe*-41.tegt kinssrt-corn !rival tY2Le_cluatio;R-in dirt
- . . .

with all parties and to-%tteMpf to=find answers Could provide,the innovative model to



A- AESTROSPEdIVE NOTE_ON EVALUATION PROBLEMS

The BECE's aim of alleviaiiit the disadvantageous social conditiohs in the three

selected 'main' areas of the city provided a powerful motivation for the involvement of

the .evaluation team.. Fkowever, our disititlihatiOnTo accept definition .orthe Exp-eri-

ment -from the central administration as the only operative one caused us several

.problems including the eventual premature but negotiated termination of our: study.

Differences - in meaning among all participants were, to us, both interesting and
. .

important,- .particularly since this was an experiment in eommunify education.-- 'Yet
. ,

listening :to' all Varticipants equally was a fundamental challenge to the organised

structure of the Experiment. 1-lavirog entered into a pre-exisling field at about the half-
..

way stage and seeing fairly swiftly '.significant divergencies of interpretation and

- practice, we with the choice of either these, or denying their.
existence in favour. of the on the surface coherent view of the centre. That choice

could not be avoided, and whatever `dgaiskoi we made was bound to be viewed critically

among some of -the significant participants.
a

ted. for a 'democratic' .'data ,gathering strategy, using chiefly `anthropological

methods; ethical reasons played no rWart since mrticip:ints at all levels
. .

were allowing Os -the privilege of entering -into their professional and personal worlds.

The 'most, Likely alternative. *evaluation strategy' which= we. seriously considered and

rejected, yiould have been 'to operationalise Ole-varying objectives but, ined in the public

and internal documents of the E-xperirnent- and to' Measure iiiovement towards these.
r

_This strategy would have t red= out by a series -of .tests and measurements in

which< individual cognitive, behavioural performance .of urban residents
-

would_ have assessed, as wocilEgorne of their .groupba4iour. Similarly, grass-

rooti professionals would rxive been assessed for changes.in attitude and behaviour. An

intractable- some of the objectives, as we



entioned, defied definitipri by their originators; let alone any operOtionalisation

m by the evaluation team., Furthermore our /late entry into the .Experiment
.

militated -against before and after or control. group studies, and in any case our

resources would have been quite inadequate for this kind of work to have beeri

These two alternative evaluation approaches differ, fundamentally 'with regard to the
___

way in which a focus on what are officially charaaterised as social prablems.are linked
:

to the working classess and .ethnic pinorities; Our appiwch included. cittentiansto-.

structural featimes:of the society and its apparatuseii and.to the consequent collective

situation of the subjects of the Experiment, while an alternative' approach might have
.

:tended to look primarily to the individual abilities, characteristics and performance of

the subjects and to their group summation. From our perspective much of the action

appeared, at one level to ignore the structural formatiot of social problems, yet at

another level through this very blindness and the consequent nature of the aefion taken,

the Experiment, seethed to be helping.more to maintain than io reyitalise the rioclali
positions of the .subjects: Far from alleviating the situation; the'Experirnent Way be

-unintentionally helping to reiterate it, In..ock analysis, the action implicitli predicated

on the notion of_ the pathology of it dividOals did not help iniprOve the relatiVely

powerless piisition of its subjects. In fact, it tended to increase their pOwerlessness

through a= Possibly simplistic missionary zeal to fiansform local cultures and habits.
_ . "

analysis,. in FKirt, challenjes the validity of the implicit cultural pathology model,

and argiiiethat this mo&IWai in fact a part of the problem rather than a part of the
_ .

-

solution.

Further difficulties arose for the team because rather than taking the LEA as a neutral

body with transwarent purpases, we have looked upon it as an organ of sci3l : 00Wer

whose action nee& much &cading if real, unckritanding of the Experiitient is to be

were concerned.ahOut the relationship between central agency pikifesSionali,



grass-rbots professionals and'their clients in terms of power and the conequences of
4.-

power rather than in 'terms of the mecyal model of the expert diagnoMs, prescription

and treatment of deficient patients. We clmrted the power basis of the organisation

andpointe_not abnormal and structural nature of the conflicts in the

Experiment. An alternative evaluation approach would have been to address the policy

questions defined by the central, administrators of the Experiment, with their nature

being vi wed as unproblematic. The conflicts within the Experiment would, as

not, have appeared in such an analysis since they were unmistakeable, but we suspect

more as reducible firctions caused by individuals than as the long-run structural

features which: we have underline& Our approach was thut a challenge to the orthodoxy,

that the hierarchy Was bcved-on unequivocal' eiPertise and experience and that the

understandings and purposes between differentProfessionals and between profesiionals

and clients Were all shared, which they were not. The concept of, an 'experiment' does

in any case, imply ttiayuficertainty and speculation rather than clarified and sure

expertise.

We could not avoid raising questions about the nature of local political decision-making

and policy implementation, as well as about the nature of interventionist policies. Our
,

feel for the issues was not fundamentally one of social engineering by policy

imPlementation, but more towards a vew of community regeneration based on grass=

roots organisation and definitions of issues. After all the intervention was, according to

the central administration; fi.tndamentally aimed at-regeneration of the communities by

the communities, with all the problems of ascertaining 'Wh-at constitutes a community',

and we took that position at its: face value.

Our research strategy is probably best characterised as one whereby each participant is

taken seriously in an attempt to understand his or her viewpoint withoUt losing our

'external* standpoint. The result of. this was an attempt to establish.a dialogue between

the various participants and The research tearn, which was, with few exceptions,



he likely alternative strategy would; while establishing a friendly rap part

subjects have implicitly or explicitly imposed our or the central administration's
. .

_specific meanings onto the majority ',Of the participants. The.differences in these two
. ."

approaches with respect to the power relationships within the Experiment are clear.

definitiansrbut

towards tl*m Taking' all participants seriously, and denying privilege to any one

group, leads to differences in research practice, and possibly to a spin-off effec t. For

the researcher.to act democratically and confidentially toWards each participant- in an
.otherwise relatively .autocratic situation, can be a -hvin -challenge to that autocratic

situation by way of example and ethic.

The following extracts from the report of the March 1979 seminar on "Parent and

Cammunity Involvement in Early Childho Education" organised by the Van Leer

Foundation in Cali, but which none of us in Birmingham attended, are very relevant ay.,

back upon our experience:

'the notion of genuine and mutual interaction between school and community ... will
be a difficulty and possibly lengthy task. One, thingis sure. Only genuine
involvement is good enough. In deprived communities especially there, has been a
tendency' for superficial observance of the notion providing an illusion of
participation but .creating the alternative reality. This offers some semblame of
participation without any responsibility for real cWcision makine.

'The decisive test of a 'functioning community is its ability to facilitate
; -deyeloprneht of those persons"Who comprise it ,

'The probleM, which seems in some .ways insolvable, appears to be that there is a
wicksprad pattern of institutionalisation and bureaucracy which tends to produce
rigidity in an area which above others needs maximum flexibility. In built
administrative attitudes, systems of control and the ways in which operational
decisions are made, all of which may be more or less suitable to established and'
experienced organizations, are inimical to the Challenge implicit in innovation. A
related but different problem is that projects working in marginal communities are
inevitably faced with voopulations which are frequently somewhat suspicious of
activities ictentified with the established authorities. ,This adds a special degree iif".%
-diffieuity to the problem of the "system" itself seeking to promote or carry out
innovation:



tri the .resistances' rtf local groups to the interventien-cf bureaucracy and the
resistaryce of burea'uciracies to change are parts of the same syndrome. Succesi

-seems likely:to comerby implicating and involving them actively in the process of
planning and:eontrolling cliinge;

(Van Leer Foundation, The Hague, May 1979)

Finally, the 'nub of the probleth for our eva uation strategy is crystallised precisely in

lem of the discordance between -the attitude.:s and goals of the:authorities_
when- facing the preblem of depressedcommunitiet: relates also to possibilities
discussed for alternatives in the area of luation. It was questioned whet her a
loo..cer,:1111.smiriativen approach could adopted given that the:4.401)10*d
authorities are for theTmostiart:weddetto soirietiines.ckceptive:CketteS.Colthe
traditional- rriCdel, if indeed; they are interes ed- rn the skreblein at !11.!_.

..kk

the light of these extracts,b -the record of the 'deliberations prin wide rcnge of

experiericedsevolars, adrrinistratOrs arK1 practitIoners, we believe that the bulk of our

report is by no means. far from the mark. Furthermore it Kat seemed important for thit

reflective tailpiece to be included here, since it both enables the nature of: tftet

evaluatiN4 evidence of various kinds to be appreciated,' and illuminates the dilernmasi.

faced by the research team and by the central staff of the authority. The permeability

-of the authority towards new iind more open perspectives_ in the management of

, community education must inevitiably be tested: in the discutiion and dissemination of-
!

this account:.: In Or view however, the -long` term -cornmiftinent of fieldworkers and
.

e_ . .

volunteers, upon which local endeavours depend, now requirei less obviously closed 'and-.

ambigums structures..


